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ABSTRACT
The range of each function i = l,...,m, defined on a Post 
algebra [P(n)3 is [p^(n)] , the lattice's underlying Boolean algebra [2]. 
In this report we investigate the inverse image C^Cb) of each element b in 
[PB (n)] for each function . Our results show the similarities between 
the sets (b) and the equivalence classes [y] of the relation of 
~  - equivalence for the lattices [P(n)]m [3,4,5],
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I. INTRODUCTION
The relation of equivalence for one-variable functions defined on 
a Post chain P(n) introduced by Wojcik [11] and Wojcik and Metze [12] has 
been generalized by DuCasse and Metze [4,5] to arbitrary Post algebras 
[p(n)3 , and characterizations have been given of the equivalence classes 
of this relation. One particular characterization shows each such class 
[y] to be a product Y-R, where R is the set of all m-tuples in [P(n)]m , 
each of whose components is nonzero, and Y is the smallest element of 
satisfying y < Y. It is this result which is of special 
significance in the sequel since many of the theorems in this report 
parallel those given in DuCasse and Metze [5] for the classes b-R, where 
b€[PB (n)]m .
Our first sequence of results shows each equivalence class [y] to 
be a set (b) for a particular integer i and a particular element b in 
CPg(n)3 • Thus each such set C^ (b) shares the properties of the 
corresponding class Y-R. After investigating several properties of the 
function Cq , the remaining sets C^ (b) will then be examined and compared 
with the classes b-R. It will be shown that many, although not all, of the 
properties of the classes Cy3 are shared by every set C.^(b).
2II. THE SETS C^Cb)_______________ o____
In this section the classes [y] will be related to the function 
Cq by showing each such class to be the inverse image of an appropriate 
element b in [p_(n)] under C . Thus the set C.(b) mentioned in theD O  1
Introduction as being equal to the class [y] will always be a set Co^(b).
The element b £ [ P B(n)]m will also be identified for a given y in [P(n)]m as 
being Y [4], where Y is the smallest member of [p (n)]m which is greater 
than or equal to y. Our first result shows the inverse image under Cq of an 
arbitrary element of [p (n)]m to be the left product of R by the 
complement of this element.
THEOREM 1. If b = b,...b £[P_(n)lm , then C~l (b) = b°R„---------  1 m B o
PROOF. If x € C  ^(b) , then C (x) = b = b„ . „ „b . As was shown in ----- o o 1 m
DuCasse and Metze [2], C (x) = C (x,...x ) = , where for eacho' o 1 m 1 m
k, 1 < k < m, 3^ = n-1 if x^ = 0, and 3^ = 0 if x^ ^ 0. Define an
element r = r^...rm by taking r^ to be x^ if x^ # 03 and choosing r^
to be an integer satisfying 0 < r. < n-1 if x, = 0» Since r. ^ 0 fork — k k
all k = l,...,m, r € R. Now if x^ = 0, then 3^. = n-1 = b^. Thus
b^ = (n-1) = 0. Therefore x^  = 0 = 0-rk = b^/r^ = (b*r)k * On the
other hand3 if x^ ^ 0, then 3^ = 0 = b^» Hence, b^ = n-1. Consequently,
x^ = r^ = (n-l)*rk = b^’r^ = (b*r)k« So in either case, x^ = (b’r)^ .
Since this holds for all k = l,...,m, it follows that x = b*r; that is,
c”1 (b) d  b°R. o —
Now if x€b*R, then there exists r € R  such that x = b*r. It 
must be shown that C (x) = b. Since addition and multiplication for
3Post lattices [P(n)]m are the componentwise maximum and minimum
mfunctions respectively [2], it follows that T> = b-...b = b.. . .by 1 m 1 r
Thus C (x) = C (b*r) = C ((blS..b )*(r-...r )) = C ((b.,•rn)...(b *r )) o' o' o "  1 m ' l  m o " l  1 ' m m
= where = n-1 if b^'r^ = 0, and a = 0 if b^r ^  $ 0. As
r € R, r^ i  0 for all k = l,...,m. Thus if b^'r^ = 0, then b^ = 0.
Hence, b^ = n-1 = 0^. On the other hand, if b^*r^ ^ 0, then b^ ^ 0.
Therefore b^ = n-1, which implies b^ = 0 = •Q' . So in either case,
b^ = Ck^ . Since this holds for all k = l,...,m, it follows that
C (x) = b; that is, x € C  ^(b). o o '
Theorem 1 demonstrates that the sets CQ^(b) may be defined in
terms of left products of R by members of [p (n)]m . Conversely, it is nowB
a simple matter to show that the products b*R may be defined in terms of 
inverse images of elements of [p (n)]m under the function C . For by
D O
replacing b by b in Theorem 1, we obtain C ^(b) = b*R = b*R.
COROLLARY 2 . If b € [PB (n)]m , then b-R = c'^b).
Since the collection of all products b*R, where b C[P (n)]m , is preciselyB
the set of all equivalence classes [y] of the relation ~  - equivalence for 
[p(n)]m [4], each such class is the inverse image under Cq of an element of 
the Post lattice's underlying Boolean algebra. In fact, this element is 
easy to identify. Recall that [y] = Y*R [4]. Since Y € [ P  (n)]m , it 
follows from Corollary 2 that [y] = Cq ^(Y).
m -1COROLLARY 3 . For each y€[P(n)] , [y] = Cq (Y) .
43As an example of these results, consider the Post algebra [P(3)] 
and the element y = 012 of this lattice. For this y, Y = 022. Thus 
[012] = 022-R = Cq (200), where R = [111,112,121,122,211,212,221,222].
Table 1 lists the sets C^Cb) and the corresponding left products of R 
for the algebra [p (3)]^.
Now consider the elements CQ(y) and Cq (Y) for an arbitrary
element y in [P(n)]m . The elements y and Y have zeros for precisely the
same components [4]. Therefore CQ (y) = Cq (Y). But according to Epstein [6],
Cq (x ) is the pseudo-complement of x in [P(n)]m ; that is, Cq (x ) is the
largest element z satisfying x*z = 0. Since Y € [p_(n)]m , C (Y) = Y. ThusB o_ i
it follows from Corollary 3 that [y] = Cq (CQ(y)).
COROLLARY 4 . For each y€[P(n)]m , [y] = C^CC (y)).
This result is significant because it expresses the equivalence class [y] 
exclusively in terms of the function Cq . Hence, the relation of 
^  - equivalence for Post lattices [P(n)]m has been related to the more 
familiar function Cq defined on this algebra.
2We turn now to a study of the function C , the mapping Co o2composed with itself. For the operation Cq we have the following variation 
of Corollary 3.
COROLLARY 5 . For each y€[P(n)]m , [y] = c‘2 (Y).
PROOF. By Corollary 3, [y] = cf^Y) = [x € [P(n)]m | C (x) = y } . Now
if CQ(x) = Y, then C2 (x) = Cq (Y). Since Y € [ P B (n)]m , C (Y) = Y = Y.
2 2 3Thus CQ(x) = Y. Conversely, if Cq (x ) = Y, then C (x) = C (Y).
5b c ^ V ) b-R
OOO {111,112,121,211,122,212,221,222} 222-R
002 {110,120,210,220} 220-R
020 {101,102,201,202} 202-R
200 {011,012,021,022} 022 -R
022 {100,200} 200-R
202 {010,020} 020-R
220 {001,002} 002-R
222 {000} 000-R
TABLE 1
THE CLASSES c’^b) = b-R FOR [P(3)]3
6Because Cq maps [P(n)]m onto its underlying Boolean algebra,
c0 (*) € [PB (n)]m ' Therefore C2(x) = Cq (x ) = Cq (x ). A s Y € [ P B (n)]m
also, Cq (Y) — Y* Hence, Cq (x ) = Y. Consequently, Cq (x ) = Y is
equivalent to C^(x) = Y * It follows that c“1^) = {x € [p(n) ]m | C2 (x) = y } 
_ _ -?that is, [y] = Cq (Y).
One consequence of Corollary 5 is that by twice taking the
pseudo-complement of any member of the class [y] we obtain the element Y.
2This result also shows that the operator C can serve to define theo
relation o f -- equivalence on [P(n)]m , just as can the function C .o
2However, the primary reason for introducing the mapping Cq is that it has 
structure-preserving properties not shared by any of the functions 
CQ ,•••,Cn_2 , as will be seen in the following section.
III. THE FUNCTION c"
2In order to establish some of the properties of C we first 
borrow a structure from lattice theory. According to Birkhoff [1], a 
Brouwerian algebra is a lattice L in which, for any given elements 
x,y € L, the set of all a € L  such that xfla < y has a greatest element, 
denoted by yrx; and called the relative pseudo-complement of x in y.
The concept of Brouwerian lattice is more general than that of Post 
algebras [p(n)j , as is shown by the fact that every finite distributive 
lattice is a Brouwerian algebra [1]. The converse of this result is false, 
however, as the lattice of Figure 1 shows. This poset is finite and can

8be shown to be distributive. Thus it is a Brouwerian algebra. However, it 
is not a Post lattice since it is not a direct product of a finite number 
of Post chains P(n), each of the same order. This is clear since the only 
positive integers n and m satisfying nm = 6 are n = 6, m = 1. But the 
lattice of Figure 1 is certainly not a 6-chain.
If a Brouwerian lattice has a zero-element 9, then by taking 
y = 9 in the definition we obtain 9:x, the relative pseudo-complement of x 
in 9. 9:x is called the pseudo-complement of x and is denoted by nx. We
have already remarked that every Post algebra [P(n)3m is pseudo-complemented 
with ix = C q ( x ) .  Several of the elementary properties of the pseudo­
complement in a Brouwerian algebra are listed below [1],
(1) x D t x  = 9 ,
(2) x < y => —iy < nx,
(3) x < m x ,
(4) -ix = m x ,
(5) i(xUy) =nxiliy.
Some comments on these results are in order. Property (1) is an 
immediate consequence of the definition of pseudo-complement. Note that 
there is no law for pseudo-complements analogous to the rule x U x  = U. For 
if we consider the element y of the lattice of Figure 1, then ny = x. Thus 
ythy = y U x  = z <U.
9Property (2) is completely analogous to the corresponding rule 
for complements. Property (3), however, points up another difference 
between the familiar complement for Boolean algebras and the pseudo­
complement for Brouwerian lattices. For Boolean algebras we have b = b.
But for Brouwerian lattices it may be the case that x < n x .  For consider 
again the element y of the lattice of Figure 1. Then n y  = t x  = w > y. 
Although (3) shows that it is not possible to add or delete double pseudo­
complements at random, property (4) demonstrates that this can be done for 
the pseudo-complement of an element. In the lattice of Figure 1, for 
example, “ly = x and m y  = n x  = iw = x.
Property (5) is the analogue for pseudo-complements of the 
DeMorgan law x U y  = x fly. It is important to realize that there is no 
analogue in Brouwerian algebra of the DeMorgan law xfly = xUy. The 
following inequality, however, is always true.
(6) "l(x Dy) > -ix Uny.
To see that inequality may hold in (6), consider the lattice of Figure 2. In 
this example, *i(x fly) = ”10 = U and *ix U “iy = y U x  = z < U.
Since every finite Post lattice is a Brouwerian algebra, we may 
adopt these six properties for our lattices [P(n)]m . They will be used 
frequently in the sequel, often without specific reference. The pseudo­
complement of an element x in [P(n)]m has already been identified as Cq (x ) .
2We will now establish several results for the functions C and C definedo o
on [p(n)]m which are not true of pseudo-complements in arbitrary Brouwerian
lattices.
10
U
FIGURE 2
A LATTICE FOR WHICH ~l(x fly) > “lx lhy
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2Our present goal is to establish that the function C is a latticeo
in 2 2 2homomorphism; that is, if x,y£[p(n)] , then CQ(x + y) = Cq (x ) + C^(y),
2 2 2 2 2CQ (x*y) = Co(x)*Co (y), and Cq (-ix) = “1Co (x ). Before proving this, however,
several comments on the operator Cq will be helpful. It has already been
noted that C (x) = x for every x^CP^Cn)]111. Therefore for such an x,
O D
2 —
C q ( x )  = x = x. It also follows readily that Cq is an injection on its
m 2 2range. For if x,y€[Pg(n)] and Cq (x ) = Cq (y) , then x = Cq (x ) = CQ(y) = y.
2 p -.mThus Cq maps |_P(n)j onto its underlying Boolean algebra.
One consequence of these results is that {x€[p(n)]m |x = C^(x)} 
is precisely [p (n)]m . In an arbitrary Brouwerian lattice B, however, the
D
set A = [x € b |x = “nx} is not in general a Boolean algebra under the lattice 
operations U, fl and “1. For example, the poset of Figure 2 is a finite 
distributive lattice, and therefore a Brouwerian algebra. In this case,
A = {9jX,y,u}. But x U y  = z, and z ^ A. Therefore A is not even closed 
under the union operation.
2We are now ready to show that Cq is a lattice homomorphism.
2 mTHEOREM 6 . The function Cq is a lattice homomorphism of [P(n)] onto
[PB (n)]m ; that is, for all x,y€[P(n)]m ,
(1) C^(x+y) = C^(x) + C^(y),
(2) C^(x»y) = C^(x)*C^(y),
(3) C (^-ix) = “lC^(x).
Before proving this theorem, it is important to point out that conditions (2) 
and (3) are valid in arbitrary Brouwerian lattices. In other words, if $
12
is the function defined on a Brouwerian algebra B by $(x) = m x  for all 
x€B, then §(xf!y) = §(x) fl$(y) and $("|x) = “l$(x). The proofs of (2) and 
(3) will be carried out using only those properties of Cq that it has as a 
result of being the pseudo-complement function on [p(n)]m . Condition (1) 
of Theorem 6, on the other hand, is not true in general in arbitrary 
Brouwerian lattices. For consider the elements x and y of the lattice in 
Figure 2. Then Ti(xUy) = m z  = "»0 = U, and n x U n y  = "iy U*ix = x U y  = z. 
Since z ^ U, (1) does not hold for this Brouwerian algebra. As will be 
seen in the proof of Theorem 6, the reason relation (1) holds in [P(n)]m is 
that C q  maps this lattice into [p^Cn)] , and thus C q ( x )  =  C q ( x ) .
PROOF. Condition (3), the easiest to establish, will be shown first.
Since ix = C q ( x )  for [P(n)]m , C^(nx) = C^(x) = “iC^(x).
2 2For relation (2), first let z = Cq (x-y)•Cq (x )*C (y). Then
(x-y)-z = (x-y)-Co (x.y)-C^(x)-C^(y) = 9.C^(x)•C^(y) = 9. Thus
2x-y-z = (x-z)-y = 9. It follows that x-z < CQ (y). But z < CQ (y) by
2 2 definition; so x-z < CQ (y). Now x-z < CQ(y) and x-z < C (y) together
2imply that x-z < Co (y)-CQ (y) = 9. Therefore x-z = 9, and, hence,
2 2 z < C (x). Since z < C (x) by definition, then z < C (x)-C (x) = 9. o o o o2 2Thus z - CQ (x-y)* C q ( x ) -CQ(y) = $•. This implies that C (x-y)
< Co (C*(x)-C*(y)). But CQ (x-y) = C^(x-y) > C^(Cq ( x )  + Cq (y)) = Cq (C^(x )
•CQ (y)). Therefore CQ (x-y) = Cq (C^(x)-C^(y)). Consequently,
2Co (x-y) = Co(Co(x)+Co (y)). Now by taking the pseudo-complement of each
2 3side of this last equality, we obtain CQ (x-y) = Cq (Cq (x ) + CQ(y))
2 2= Co (Cq (x ) +CQ (y)) = Co (x)-Co (y), thus establishing condition (2).
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2 --------------Property (1) can be derived easily using the relation C (x) = C (x).o o
For C^(x + y) = CQ (x + y) = Co(x)-Co(y) = Cq (x ) + CQ (y) = C^(x) + C^(y).
It is the step Co(x)*CQ (y) = Cq (x ) + CQ(y) in the proof of (1) which has no 
analogue for the pseudo-complement in an arbitrary Brouwerian lattice.
We are now ready to show, however, that such an analogue is true 
for pseudo-complements in a Post algebra [p(n)]m . The key in this proof is 
condition (1) of Theorem 6.
THEOREM 7 . For all elements x,y € [P(n)]m , CQ (x*y) = Cq (x ) + CQ(y).
. 3PROOF. Using elementary properties of C , C (x»y) = C (x*y) =
2 2CQ (Co(x«y)). Since is a lattice homomorphism, CQ (x*y) =
Co (Co (x)*Co (y))* But <£(x), Co (y) €[PB(n)]m* Hence’ Co(x)'Co (y>
~~2 2Therefore CQ(x*y) - Co (x)*Co (y). Now using DeMorgan's law,
CQ (x*y) = C^(x) + C^(y). Thus CQ(x.y) = C^(x) + C^(y) = Cq (x ) + CQ (y).
Therefore in Post algebras [P(n)]m , the analogues for the pseudo-complement 
of both of DeMorgan's laws are valid. The general nature of the proofs in 
this section leads the authors to believe that a generalization of this 
material to arbitrary Post algebras, including both the finite and infinite 
cases, may be possible.
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IV. THE SETS C?1(b)
"1 mIn this section the classes C. (b), i=0,...,n-l and b € [p (n)] ,t B
are discussed, and properties of these sets are established which facilitate 
a comparison with the equivalence classes £y] of the relation of 
" equivalence for the Post lattices [p(n)]m . The properties of the sets 
Ci (b) developed here closely parallel those found in DuCasse and Metze [5] 
for the classes [y]. Since [y] = Co^(Y) by Corollary 3, the theorems of 
this section can be regarded as generalizations to arbitrary sets Ch^(b) of 
the results known for the classes [y] [5].
Our first theorem relates the inverse images of the functions Ch 
to the chains P(n) which comprise the algebra [P(n)]m . More exactly, these 
sets are related to chains of length n-1 in Post lattices built up from 
n-chains P(n). As was done previously [5], we will adopt the notation 
C(n) for the chain of length n. This is done because at times it will be 
necessary to consider the chain C(n), where n = l. The 1-chain C(l) is not 
a Post chain, and therefore cannot be denoted by P(n) for any integer n. 
Using this notation, we now show that each set Ch^(b) in a Post algebra 
O(n)] is a direct product of (n-l)-chains C(n-l). In fact, each such
P “lieset will be shown to be a product Lc(n-1)] , where k is the number of 
components of the element b ^ U having the value zero.
THEOREM 8 . For every b 6 [p (n)]m , b / U, the set C.^Cb) is isomorphicD L
to [c(n-l)]k, where k is the number of components of b which are zero. 
If b = U, then Ch^(b) is isomorphic to C(l).
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PROOF. Consider first the case where b = U. Then C^Cb) =
[x€ [P(n)]m |a (x) = U}. As was shown in DuCasse and Metze [2],
Ci (x) = C^(x^...x ) = 3i ...3. , where for each integer j,
1 m
1 < j < m > 3^ = n-l if x. = i, and 3. = 0 if x. ^ i. Since
J J Xj J
C^Cx) - U - (^n-1) . .. (n-l)t, then it must be that x. = i for all
in _ i ^
j = l,...,m. Therefore C,. (U) = {i. .. i} for each function C. ,1 v.-y* •' 1m
i = 0,..,,n-l. This one-element set, having the structure it inherits
from [p(n)]m , is isomorphic to the chain C(l).
Now consider the case b ^ U. Since each function Ck maps [P(n)]m
onto its underlying Boolean algebra, there exists x€[p(n)]m such that
== = b = b^.-.b^. If b_. = n-l, then we must have
Xj = X* ^ ie one-e^ement set > together with the structure it
inherits from P(n), is isomorphic to C(l). If b =0, then x ^ i.
J j
In this case x. can assume any of the n-l values 0,...,i-l,i+l,...,n-l. 
These n-l values form a chain which is isomorphic to C(n-l). So if 
b has k components which are zero, and hence m-k nonzero components, 
then [x€[P(n)] |(T(x)=b} = CL^(b) is isomorphic to [c(n-l)]^ X 
[C(l)]m \  which is isomorphic to [c(n-l)]^.
o
As an example of this result, consider the Post algebra [P(3)] .
Now 002 €[Pg(3)] and this element has two zero components. Thus 
-1 2 lCo (002) = [0(2)1 ; in fact, C~ (002) = [llO,120,210,220]. We also have 
— 1 ^ 2 1c’ (002) = [c(2)] , and c“ (002) = {001,021,201,221} . The sets c“1^), 
for i= 0,1,2 and b€[Pg(3)]^, are given in Table 2.
b c f V ) C^(b) c’ V )
000 { 1 1 1 ,1 1 2 ,1 2 1 ,1 2 2
2 1 1 ,2 1 2 ,2 2 1 ,2 2 2 }
{ 0 0 0 ,0 0 2 ,0 2 0 ,0 2 2 ,
2 0 0 ,2 0 2 ,2 2 0 ,2 2 2 }
{ 0 0 0 ,0 0 1 ,0 1 0 ,0 1 1 ,
1 0 0 ,1 0 1 ,1 1 0 ,1 1 1 }
002 { 110 ,120 ,210 ,220} { 001 ,021 ,201 ,221} { 0 02 ,012 ,102 ,112}
020 { 101 ,102 ,201 ,202} { 010 ,012 ,210 ,212} { 020 ,021 ,120 ,121}
200 { 011 ,012 ,021 ,022} { 100 ,102 ,120 ,122} { 200 ,201 ,210 ,211}
022 {100,200} {011,211} {022,122}
202 {010,020} {101,121} {202,212}
220 {001,002} {110,112} {220,221}
222 {000} { in } {222}
TABLE 2
THE SETS c71(b) FOR [P(3)]3
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Notice that in this example, C ^(002) = 0^(002), as is guaranteedo i
by Theorem 8. This is a remarkable property of this result, though, and 
deserves special attention.
COROLLARY 9 . For all integers i and j satisfying 0 < i, j < n-1,
C.^Cb) = C.^Cb) for every b i[PD(n)]m . i j a
Therefore the collection of all elements of [P(n)]m which maps into a given 
element b of the underlying Boolean algebra under each generalized coordinate 
function is structurally independent of the function involved.
Using Theorem 8, it is a simple matter to enumerate the elements 
of each set C^(b), thereby generalizing a result giving the cardinality of 
each equivalence class [y] [5].
COROLLARY 10. For each function C^, |C^ (b)| = (n-1) , where k is
the number of components of b having the value zero.
PROOF. If b + U, then Q (b) = [c(n-l)] by Theorem 8. Since
| C(n-1) | = n-1, it follows that |c^(b)| = (n-1)^. On the other hand,
if b = U, then C.^h) = C(l). In this case, |c_^(b)| = 1 = (n-l)° =
1c(n-1) , because U has k = 0 components.whose value is zero.
Consider the Post algebra [p(5)]^ and the element 0400 in [p (5)]^.
JD
According to Theorem 8, C^(0400) = [C(4)]^ for all i = 0,1,2,3,4. By 
Corollary 10, |c^(0400)| = 4^ = 64, since b has k = 3 zero components.
In DuCasse and Metze [5], the equivalence classes [y] were shown 
to be intervals [Y*e^,Y]. The sets C^(b), however, are not generally
18
intervals of [p(n)]m . For example, consider the element b = 020 of [p(3)]J.
* 1 3Then C± (b) = {010,012,210,212} is not an interval of [P(3)] , as can be
seen in Figure 3. The following weaker result for the sets C,^(b) is true,
however.
THEOREM 11. For every b € [p(n)]m , C.^(b) is a sublattice of [P(n)]mD 1
for each i, 0 < i < n-1.
PROOF. Let x = x„...x and y = y,...y be elements of C.^(b). Now if 1 m 1 m l
b^ = n-1, then x^ = y^ = i . If we let z = x*y, then z^ = min{x^,y^} =i
On the other hand, if b^ = 0, then x^ 4 i and y^ 4 i. In this case,
z = minfx ,y } 4 i. Then C. (z) = C. (z- .. .z ) = 3. ...3. , where eachk K i i 1 m 1. i1 m
3. is n-1 if z, = i, and is 0 if z, 4 i. Thus 3. = n-1 if b, = n-1,!k k k lk k
and 3. = 0 if b = 0. Therefore 3. = b, for all k = l,...,m; thati, k i. kk k ,
is, CL(z) = 3 = b. Hence, z = x-y^CL (b) .
Now consider again the case b^ = n-1. If we let w = x+y, then
w^ = max{x^,y^} = max[i,i] = i. On the other hand, if b^ = 0, then
x. ^ i and y 4 i. Thus w, 4 i. Therefore C.(w) = C.(w-...w ) = k k k l i ' l m
Oi. . . -Oi. , where each Oi. is n-1 if w. = i, and is 0 if w. 4 i. Hence, 11 =1-^ i, k k1 m k
Oi. = n-1 if b, = n-1, and Oi. = 0  when b, =0. Consequently, 
lk k Lk k
Oi. = b, for all k = l,...,m; that is, C. (w) = Oi = b. It follows that 
k , 1
w = x + y € (b) .
“1 inIt will now be shown that the sets (b) partition [p(n)] for
each i = 0,...,n-l.
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THEOREM 12. For each i, 0 < i < n-1, {(L1(b)|b € [PD (n)]m} partitions 
[P(n)]m .
PROOF. Let b ,b € [P (n)]m and assume x € C.1 (b. ) flC.1 (b_) . Then 1 z B l 1 l N 2
C.(x) = b and C.(x) = b . Since each function C. is well-defined,J- 1 1 Z 1 3
bf = b^. Thus CL^(b^) = ( L ^ ^ ) .  Therefore any two sets CL^(b^),
0 1(b ) are either identical or disjoint. Now let x = x„...x be any 
L 1 m
element of [p(n)] . We must find b€[ p  (n)]m such that C. (x) = b.
If xk = i* take b^ = n-1. If x^ ^ i, choose b^ to be 0. Then
b € [p (n)]m and C (x) = C.(x....x ) = b....b = b. Thus x € CL1(b),B i l l m l m  i v '
“1 mand, hence, the sets CL (b) partition [P(n>] for each i.
Table 2 illustrates this theorem for the functions C , CL , and CL defined ono 1 2
[P(3>]3 .
Using Table 2, we can also enumerate the sets C.3(b), for each
i = 0,1,2, which are isomorphic to each of the lattices C(l), C(2),
2 3[c(2)] , and [c(2)] . There are 1, 3, 3, and 1 such sets, respectively.
With Theorem 8 available, it is not difficult to enumerate the sets C ^(b)i
in [P(n)]m which are isomorphic to [c(n-l)]k for each integer k, 1 < k < m, 
when n > 2. This result generalizes a similar theorem for the equivalence 
classes [y] [5].
THEOREM 13. For every integer i, 0 < i < n-1, the number of sets 
(b), b £ [Pg(n) ] , isomorphic to [c(n-l)]k is (“) = m! /k'. (m-k) '. , 
whenever n > 2 and 1 < k < m.
PROOF. According to Theorem 8, a set CL^(b) isomorphic to [c(n-l)]k 
must have b containing k zero components. Now the number of elements
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b € [p (n)]m having k zero components is (“). Since the C are well-
D k im 1defined, there are a total of ( ) distinct sets C (b), b having kK 1
components whose value is zero, and the theorem follows.
For n > 2, there is of course always one set C.^h) which is 
isomorphic to C(l), namely, Ck^(U); for it is always true that
(U) = {e^}. The case n = 2 was excluded from the hypotheses of Theorem 
13 because [P(2)]m is a Boolean algebra [B(2)]m = B(2m) [2]. In this case 
there are only two functions (k, namely Cq and and C ^ b )  = {b} and
(b) = ib}. Thus all sets Cq (b) and C^(b), b€[Pg(n)]m , are isomorphic 
to the 1-chain C(l). Since [p (2)] = [PB (2)]m , there are 2m sets C^(b), 
i = 0,1, each of which is isomorphic to C(l).
Theorem 13 can also be established by recalling that there are (m)k
equivalence classes [y] = Y*R which are isomorphic to [c(n-l)]^, where n > 2 
and 1 < k < m [5]. Therefore by Corollary 3, there are (“) sets C_1(b)jK O
isomorphic to [c(n-l)3 , since the classes Y*R are precisely the products 
b • R, where b €[PB (n)]m [4]. The result now follows from Theorem 8.
o
For an example of Theorem 13, consider the lattice [p (3)j of 
Figure 3. As can be seen in Table 2, for each i = 0,1,2, there is (3) = 1 
set C^Cb) isomorphic to [c(2)]3, (3) = 3 sets C^Cb) isomorphic to [c(2)]2, 
and (1) = 3 sets isomorphic to C(2). There is also one set c71(b) 
isomorphic to C(l). For a more substantial example, consider the Post 
algebra [P(5)]^ and the function C2 defined on this lattice. In this 
algebra there are (^ ) = 4 sets C2'L(b) isomorphic to C(4), (2> = 6 such 
sets isomorphic to Cc(4)] , (^) = 6 sets isomorphic to [c(4)] , and
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(4) = 1 set isomorphic to [c(4)]4 . There is also one set (U) isomorphic 
to C(l). These sets and the direct products to which they correspond are 
listed in Table 3.
According to Theorem 8, Ch^(b) = [c(n-l)]k if b ^ U, and
C^CU) = C(l). By Theorem 13, the number of sets (^(b) isomorphic to the
product [C(n-l)]k is (i11) . Writing the disjoint union U C.3(b) -
k be[Pn (n)]ral
[P(n)]m in terms of the structure of the sets Ch (b), it is seen that for
each i = 0,...,n-l, these sets induce the decomposition [P(n)] =
C(1) U [ U ((?*) X [c(n-l)]k)]. This decomposition is the same as that 
k=l k
induced in [P(n)]m by the equivalence classes Cyl = Y*R [5]. As an example
of this decomposition, consider again the Post algebra [P(5)]4 and the
r ^ “1 vfunction C0 defined on this lattice. Then we have LP(5) J = U , G« (b)
2 b € [ P B<5)r
C(1)U[ U (f) X[c(5-l)]k] = C(l) U 4 X  C(4) U6 X [C(4)]2 U 4 X  [C(4)]3 U[C(4)]4 .
k=i k - l k
Returning to the general case, Corollary 10 shows that ( (b)| = (n-1) ,
where k is the number of components of b having the value zero. Using this
in the decomposition of [P(n)]m , we obtain again a result of DuCasse and
Metze [5]; namely, the cardinality of [P(n)]m is nm .
A more significant use of our results is the determination of
the sets C.3(b) in [p(n)]m having a specified structure. It has been shown
-1 kthat [P(n)]m contains (J1) sets C. (b) having the structure [c(n-l)] forK 3L
1 < k < m, and one class which is isomorphic to C(l). Recall that the 2 
elements of [P^Cn)]111 are those m^tuples whose components are 0®s and 
(n-l)'s [2]. Now suppose it is required to find those sets C^(b) in 
[P(5)] which are isomorphic to [c(4)l . By Theorem 8 and Theorem 13, these
DIRECT SETS ç”1(b) ISOMORPHIC
PRODUCT TO THE DIRECT PRODUCT
c ( D c‘ 1 (4444)
C(4) C‘ 1 ( 0 4 4 4 ) , c ' 1 ( 4 0 4 4 ) , c ' 1 (4440)
[C (4 )]2 C2 1 (0 0 4 4 ),C 2 1 (0 4 0 4 ),C “1 (0 4 4 0 ),C “1 (4 0 0 4 ),C 2 1 (4 0 4 0 )5C“1 (4400)
1--
1 n 1 _
1 to ^2^(0004) .c 'V tM O ) ,C21(0400) .cjV o O O )
[ c ( 4 ) ] 4 C^COOOO)
TABLE 3
STRUCTURE OF THE SETS ¿^(b) OF [P(5)]4
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are the (*) = 6 sets c"1(0044), 0^(0404), 0^(0440), c‘1(4004), 0^(4040),
and Co (4400). Checking Table 3 we find that the elements b 6 [p (5)]^ such J B
that C^ (b) = [c(4)]2 are the same elements b satisfying C^^Cb) = [c(4)]2. 
This is a consequence of Theorem 8, as has already been remarked. Thus 
the equivalence classes [y^ j of the relation of ~  - equivalence for the 
elements of [P(5)]^ have also been determined. For [y] = Y-R = C ^(Y) by 
Corollary 3, implying that the desired classes are 0044-R, 0404-R, 0440-R, 
4004-R, 4040-R, and 4400-R.
In summary, it has been shown that the equivalence classes [y3
can be characterized in terms of the function Cq , and generalizations to
all the operators C ,...,C . have been given for results establishedo n-1
previously only for the classes [y]. Some properties of the mappings C 
2and Co have also been investigated, and the general nature of the proofs 
of these results leads the authors to believe that they might be generalized 
from finite to arbitrary Post algebras.
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